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IT Trends Affecting Identity Management

As IAM continues to dominate with an increasingly 
critical role for both users and organizations it 
presents both opportunities and challenges.
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• Businesses embracing IAM properly by 
applying appropriate architectures, best 
practices and good governance are ideally 
placed to reap the rewards of this ubiquitous 
technology;

• TechVision Research provides cloud-aware 
Identity and Access Management (IAM) 
expertise, advice, technology and support to 
help organizations implement effective 
enterprise IAM programs.



IT Trends Affecting Identity Management 

(IAM)

• Everything in the cloud: Cloud computing is now the primary means 

of delivering applications and services.
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• Internet of Things (IoT): The Internet is extending into almost anything (from 

light bulbs to cars and traffic lights to sensors) monitoring our movements and 

our physical activities. The future must accommodate:

• Establishing and managing identities for these items

• Enabling appropriate access for these identities throughout the connected.

• Identities stored in the cloud

• Cloud-based Identity Services

• Cloud-based applications also authenticate users

• Wireless and Mobile: Wireless access is increasingly           

an expectation in most parts of the world.

• Access via mobile devices is becoming the first choice

• Mobility has major ramifications for IAM and security

• This is shaping applications for both businesses and individuals



Security steps up:

IT Trends Affecting Identity Management

Increasing Numbers of 

Breaches

Accessibility of Personal Data

Sophisticated Cyber 

Criminals

Corporate Risk Aversion

Security and risk programs are 

receiving higher and higher priorities 

within organizations and for 

individuals.

Privacy & Regulatory 

Backlash:
European Data Protection 

Directive 

Big Data

Internet of Things (IoT)

Monetization of services

Major data breaches coupled with 

increased government regulations will 

make it harder to ignore basic privacy 

rights.

Big Data moves to Bigger 

Data:

Big data is collected/correlated in new 

ways to assess trends/intent. It can 

also help secure assets and detect 

anomalies.

Pervasive social media/data 

brokering 

Hunger for and availability of 

more and better user data

Internet of Things (IoT)

Sophisticated predictive 

analytic engines 
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IT Trends Affecting Identity Management

• The future of identity management. 

The integration of and architecture of on premise IAM and cloud-based IAM systems will be 

critical decision points for most organizations. 

More data to classify

More objects to 

identify

More connected 

devices

Increasing privacy 

concerns

Risk-based policies 

Increased mixing of 

personal and 

employee data 
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Why Cloud-based IAM Matters

Reduce 

Costs

Increase 

Scalability

Improve 

Quality of 

Service

Improve 
Compliance

• Flexible pricing models (cost per transaction as opposed to “per managed 

identity”) dramatically reduce cost of managing various end-user 

constituencies;

• Less infrastructure to manage, maintain, patch and scale reduces the overall 

IT footprint for hardware and software as well as for IT staffing costs.

• IAM in the cloud can make it faster and cheaper to scale within regions and 

across the globe

• Well-defined Service Level Agreements with cloud IAM providers can better 

enable a consistent, demonstrable quality of IAM services across the 

organization

• With proper governance, a move to the cloud can:

• Streamline application development costs associated with user 

authentication and authorization;

• Eliminate stovepipe solutions and improving regulatory compliance

Identity Management in the Cloud: 

Done Right
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Enterprise Identity Management: Done Right

• Attributes are key: 

• User identity data (attributes) will continue to be keys to proper authorization. 

• Attributes must be authoritatively sourced and protected from misuse

• Distributing sensitive user attributes throughout the enterprise and cloud 

environments must be done carefully –
Identity 

Data

ID Data 
Abstraction

BYOI

Federation

Self 
Identificati

on

IAM in the Cloud
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Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization 

will become more important

• Identity ownership goes to the individual (Bring Your Own Identity (BYOI): 

• Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, OAuth and SAML are critical

• Emerging focus on block chain technology further drives user self-identification

• Loose-coupling of identity management will become more important to enable BYOI 

even for ‘enterprise users’, not just B2C



Enterprise Identity Management : Done Right

• Identity governance (extends to the cloud): well-managed and auditable user 

and access management must be able to traverse cloud identity 

implementations
Identity 

Governance

Identity Event 

Monitoring

Disaster recovery and 

business continuity 

Processes

Audit

User Access 

Management

Anomaly  

Detection

Failed Login 

Attempts

SOC Continuous 

Monitoring

Resilience

Cloud Service 

Provider 

Outages
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• Requires thoughtful business process analysis 

for managing users in the cloud

• Keep it simple yet appropriately comprehensive

• Identity event monitoring (must traverse cloud 

environments):

• Anomaly detection must be capable of 

capturing events such as failed login attempts, 

access changes, etc. must be fed reliably into 

enterprise Security Operations Center 

continuous monitoring

• Disaster recovery and business continuity 

must be factored into cloud identity 

environments: 

• You can’t transfer risk, you must anticipate 

cloud service provider outages



Enterprise Identity Management: Done Right

Final Key Take-Aways:

• Implement the right cloud-aware, standards-based, 
loosely-coupled identity and access management 
architecture

• Apply appropriate processes

• Optimize the user experience

• Implement good governance

• Ensure business continuity

• Obtain the best advice, support and technology so you 
can implement best practices quickly
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Thank You
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IT Trends in IAM (1)



IT Trends affecting Identity Management (2)



IT trends affecting Identity Management (3)



Enterprise Identity Management: Done right 



• What Is HDAP?

• Why HDAP?

• Use cases

– The requirements/ drivers for more scalability

– Using Identity and Context Virtualization to build a Federated Identity Service (FID)

– Why FID is essential for SSO/IDP

– Powering a new use case: Contextual Search

• How HDAP works: architecture / Performance.

Overview



What is HDAP?



RadiantOne FID and HDAP Infographic



Radiantone FID and HDAP



• HDAP is the RadiantOne Big Data directory

– a Next-Gen LDAP V3 compliant Directory Driven by Big Data and Search Technology

• This highly-available version of LDAP offers better performance and increased 

scalability.

• Beyond LDAP, HDAP supports other protocol such as SQL and ADAP (REST 

interface to LDAP)

What is HDAP?

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will
become more important



Why HDAP?W

Why HDAP?



The World of Access is Expanding:

Identity is the Center 



The Challenges of a Fragmented and Distributed 

Identity System

The integration and architecture of on premise IAM and cloud-
based IAM systems will be critical decision points for most 

organizations



While Federation Organizes Access, Identity 

Integration is Often Required

Attributes are key



Simplify/Extend Your IdP Deployment with a 

Federated Identity Service

Federation approaches such as OpenID Connect, OAuth and 
SAML are critical

Use of identity data abstraction/virtualization will become 
more important



BEYOND AUTHENTICATION, 

IDENTITY VIEWS AND CONTEXTS

Beyond Authentication, Identity views, Context and customer 

identity



Virtual View Based on Org Chart

Top Manager

Full 

Management 

Hierarchy



Virtual View Based on Location

Country
State

City



Virtual View Based on Role, Location, 

and Territory

Role
Location

Territory



Possible Interactions (Pull Mode): 
Retrieving attributes and context from a virtualized backend (Salesforce) 

Step 1 –

Gigya registration 

begins, & collects some 

attributes/values 

from customer

Step 2 –

Gigya sends keywords, or possibly attributes/values 

Ex: “Switzerland” + “Eric”

Step 4 –

Attributes and context from virtualized backend (here: Salesforce) are 

returned  
Step 5 –

Gigya enriches the 

profile with offline 

information

Step 3 –

Context Server + 

ADAP answers with a 

REST document 

containing the relevant 

information   

Search

Eric

Switzerland

Billing

Case #



An Illustration of a REST client: Context 

Browser

Step 1 –

Context browser 

sends a search 

Step 2 –

Context Browser sends keywords, or possibly attributes/values 

Ex: “Switzerland” + “Eric”

Step 4 –

Attributes and context from virtualized backend (here: Salesforce) are 

returned  

Step 5 –

Context Browser 

converts and displays 

into a web page/REST 

result

Step 3 –

Context Server 

answers with a LDAP 

response

Search

Eric

Switzerland

Billing

Case #

Context 
Browser



Gigya sends a search for a name and 

country to Salesforce via Radiant



Radiant returns the info and context



Radiant returns the info and context



Navigating the context



Digging deeper into the same context



Architecture and deployment



• RadiantOne Federated Identity Service is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

RadiantOne Federated Identity Service: 

A System Made of Two Parts

Integration 

Layer

HDAP

Storage



Directory Comparison: Hadoop vs. OpenDS based 

models

OpenDS
(SUN)

OUD 
(Oracle)

OpenDJ
(ForgeRock)

[name 
unknown 

(UnboundID) 

Big Data/
Hadoop

HDAP 
(Radiant 

Logic)



HDAP High Level Overview

HDAP



Cluster, Leader, and Follower 

Deployment with Version 7.0

Clients (read/write)

Follower  Only

(never Leader)

Follower Node

Follower Only

(never Leader)

Follower Node

HDAP HDAP

Replication goes from the leader to followers. 

1. HA requires the basic two additional followers 

configuration.

2. Every additional follower can be used for load 

balancing and increasing throughput.

Follower nodes can be on the same site (for increasing throughput for load balancing), 

same network as the HA cluster, or on any reachable remote network (for distributed 

processing, closer to departmental consumption).

There is a difference between the different 

followers in and outside the cluster. All have 

the ability and are enabled to read, but only 

the followers in the cluster are “potential 

leaders” because they can be enabled to 

write.

Remote Follower Remote Follower



• The basic cluster is always made of three nodes, one leader, two followers. That’s 
the minimum configuration. It runs on a given network. 

• The leader is the one that receives the writes. The followers can receive some 
writes, but the writes at the follower level are always re-routed to the leader. The 
leader can be both write and read.

• In version 7.0, there is one cluster and then some satellite nodes, acting as 
follower-only. You could write to them, but it will re-route to the leader of the cluster, 
which will then apply it back to that follower. 

• This could be compared to classical LDAP, where you have master-slave, where 
the cluster acts as the master, and the slaves are the followers.

Notes on the cluster



Data Center Site 2Data Center Site 1

Multi Master Replication between site 

clusters with Version 7.1 (End Q2)

Multi master 

replication



Performance



• HDAP (VDS + Lucene)/10M entries

• 1 node: 30k/sec
2 nodes: 65k/sec
3 nodes: 95k/sec
4 nodes: 130k/sec
5 nodes: 149k/sec

• Google daily average load: 3 million q/minute or 50,000 q/sec (50k/sec)

Benchmarks Tests (LDAP Search)
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HDAP Outperforms Traditional Directories When 

You Introduce Writes

HDAP


